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it  must  be   allowed   that   during   the   war,   when
arming prospered, all the Irish schools had a great
influx of pupils.   When prosperity came, a good deal
of the money was spent on education.
The provision for Protestant boys, though not for
girls,   has  been   to   some   extent   endowed.   Foyle
College  in  Derry, Armagh School   and Portora at
Enniskillen, educated great part of the generation
that grew up a century ago:   it was a Spartan up-
bringing.   About the time of the. Oxford Movement
St Columba's College on the Dublin hills was founded
and became important; while some thirty years ago
a  great   bequest   established   Campbell   College   m
Belfast, and it soon outstripped all others in numbers.
Generally the history of these schools for half a
century has shown that the richer Protestants send
their sons by choice to English schools : yet a popular
headmaster, backed by the lower cost of education,
has been able to bring together a considerable body
of boys    Like the Catholic schools, these also benefited
by the war;   chiefly perhaps because travelling to
England was more expensive and never absolutely
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In general, the Irish Protestant public school con-
forms more or less to the English type ; but the whole
standard of living is simpler and cheaper;   and on
the whole,  probably more  work  is  done,   though
athletics have  the same  importance.   In  Catholic
schools the tradition of placing much responsibility on
selected boys is not observed:  there is closer super-
vision, and a good deal less bullying.   Christian names
are generally used instead of surnames, and there is
less attempt to pretend that boys are men.   So far
as outlook is concerned, the Jesuit schools were in no
way aggressively nationalist and always sent a large
quota to the British army and foreign services :  but
they were not definitely attached, as were the schools
of the middle nation, to British rule.   The tone of
the other Catholic schools, especially in those manned

